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An explicitly correlated version of the distinguishable-cluster approximation is presented and extensively benchmarked. It is shown that the usual F12-type explicitly correlated approaches are applicable to distinguishable-cluster theory with single and double excitations, and the results show a significant improvement compared to coupled-cluster theory with singles and doubles for closed and open-shell systems. The resulting method can be applied in a black-box manner to systems with single- and multireference character. Most noticeably, optimized geometries are of coupled-cluster singles and doubles with perturbative triples quality or even better. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4907591]

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate relative energies are an essential prerequisite for ab-initio thermochemical prediction, and systematic behaviour of the method is typically more important than the accuracy of absolute energies.

Coupled-cluster theory1 is now widely accepted as the best choice for accurate calculations with predictive power, but one has to introduce triple excitations to achieve chemical accuracy. Coupled-cluster theory with single and double (CCSD) excitations2 alone usually gives much poorer results and, although containing all possible Goldstone diagrams that correspond to singles and doubles, can be easily outperformed by other electron-pair theories.3–11 After including triple excitations in a perturbative manner, the CCSD(T) method12 is obtained, which shows a good balance between accuracy and cost. However, the (T) contribution is still too expensive for many applications, since the computation cost of evaluating it scales as $O(N^{7})$ with the molecular size $N$. It would obviously be desirable to retain the $O(N^{6})$ scaling of CCSD whilst achieving the accuracy of CCSD(T).

Recently, two of us introduced a new electron-pair method called the distinguishable cluster (DC) approximation.11 In the DC approximation, the quadratic terms in the coupled-cluster doubles (CCD) amplitude equation are modified to remove exchange interactions between distinct 2-particle clusters. Such exchange terms should go to zero if the clusters were well separated and the orbitals were localizable on each fragment. But, if one uses restricted Hartee-Fock (RHF) theory as the reference, such exchange terms do not decay properly in the case of bond breaking, where only unrestricted orbitals are fully localizable. Therefore, in the distinguishable-cluster doubles (DCD) method, these terms are completely removed, and the remaining terms are adjusted (in a unique way) to retain exactness for two-electron systems and particle-hole symmetry of the equations.

The reasoning applies particularly to dissociating bonds, where DCD systematically out-performs CCD. In principle, the modifications could spoil the accuracy of CCSD calculations for single-reference cases, such as molecules close to their equilibrium geometries. However, our first benchmark calculations (using Brueckner DCD (BDCD) — the doubles theory with Brueckner orbitals13 instead of single excitations) showed the opposite: reaction energies are predicted more accurately with BDCD than with Brueckner CCD. These findings have been confirmed also for other orbital-relaxation techniques,14 which makes this method interesting for applications that are either too large to be treated by CCSD(T) or that have substantial multireference character, or both.

Another parameter that strongly influences the quality of wave-function based calculations is the size of the basis set. But recent progress in explicitly correlated methods15–41 has made this problem much less severe, and nowadays one can closely approach the basis-set limit with a modest basis set of triple-zeta quality.

The combination of these two techniques — described in this paper — results in a black-box method that can quantitatively predict various experimental values with $O(N^{6})$ scaling.

II. THEORY

As has been shown in Ref. 14, the DC method with singles and doubles (DCSD) can be straightforwardly obtained from the CCSD method by modifying terms quadratic in the doubles amplitudes. Some technical complications may arise depending on the factorization of the underlying CCSD equations. In the case of the factorization42 used in MOLPRO,43,44 where in some terms the singles amplitudes are incorporated into doubles amplitudes, one has to use, e.g., an unmodified $\alpha$ intermediate as in CCSD and correct this later by subtracting...
the quadratic term in the doubles amplitudes. The explicit amplitude equations based on the CCSD factorization used in MOLPRO\cite{46} can be found in the Appendix.

The introduction of explicit correlation to the DCSD method is also a straightforward procedure when using the F12a and F12b approximations originally derived for CCSD\cite{28,39} since these consider only linear terms in CCD, which remain unchanged in DCSD. Therefore, one can use the same F12-equations for DCSD-F12\(x\) as for CCSD-F12\(x\).

We have implemented closed-shell and open-shell versions of DCSD-F12 in the MOLPRO package,\cite{43,44} and in Sec. III, we will establish the applicability of these F12 approximations to the DCSD method and benchmark the quality of DCSD-F12 with various test systems.

III. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

In order to estimate the accuracy of DCSD-F12, we have recalculated all test cases from Ref. 39, i.e., reaction energies for closed- and open-shell molecules, atomization energies (AEs) and ionization energies, electron affinities, and spectroscopic constants. Additionally, we computed reaction-barrier heights for the DBH24 benchmark set,\cite{45} interaction energies using the S22 benchmark set,\cite{46} and optimized geometries of small molecules consisting of first-row\cite{47} and second-row\cite{48} elements. In order to test the sensitivity of DCSD-F12 to multireference character, we have calculated the potential-energy curves for \(\text{N}_2\), \(\text{C}_2\), and BN molecules and optimized the geometry of twisted ethene.

All calculations use a RHF reference. For all F12 calculations, we used the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for first-row elements and aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z for second-row elements as was done in Ref. 39. As in the previous calculations for electron affinities,\cite{39} we have further augmented the basis sets by one diffuse \(s\)-shell for hydrogen and one \(s\)– and one \(p\)-shell for other atoms. The exponents for these functions were obtained by dividing the lowest exponent of the corresponding set by 1.8. The complementary auxiliary basis set (CABS) singles correction of the HF energy was used in all calculations. The auxiliary aug-cc-pVTZ/MP2FIT basis set\cite{39} was used for density fitting, and cc-pVTZ/JKFT\cite{50} for the resolution-of-the-identity approximation and for the calculation of the additional CABS blocks of Fock and exchange matrices. As has been shown in Ref. 39, these basis sets represent a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency. All computations are done with the frozen-core approximation apart from some geometry optimizations of ethene (see below). Calculations of open-shell systems are done using partially spin-restricted versions of CCSD,\cite{51} CCSD(T),\cite{52} and DCSD for all test cases apart from the DBH24 test set, where we have used the spin-unrestricted versions of correlation methods based on RHF orbitals.

From now on, we will omit the -F12 suffix for convenience and will only use the acronyms F12a and F12b where necessary.

A. Reaction energies

Calculations of reaction energies represent a typical application for which accurate energetics are required. We have calculated energies of 54 closed-shell and 47 open-shell reactions. The corresponding reactions and molecular geometries can be found in the supplemental material of Ref. 39. In the following, we compare results from DCSD calculations with CCSD and CCSD(T).

In Figure 1 a graphical representation of deviations of CCSD-F12a and DCSD-F12a results from CCSD(T)-F12a results is given. From these plots, it is evident that in most cases the DCSD results are closer to the reference values than the CCSD results. This is even more pronounced in the case of the open-shell reactions. Note that larger absolute deviations from reference energies of the open-shell reactions reflect the higher absolute values of these reaction energies compared to the closed-shell ones.

The statistical measures, i.e., mean absolute deviations (MAD), root mean square deviations (RMSD), and maximal deviation (MaxD), for errors in reaction energies for F12a and F12b approximations are given in Table I. As already seen in the previous publications,\cite{11,14} the RMSD of DCSD is around 60% of that of CCSD for the closed-shell reactions. For the open-shell reactions, the improvement is even larger and the RMSD is roughly halved on going from CCSD to DCSD. The difference between the F12a and F12b results is rather small, but one can see that the discrepancy from CCSD(T) is slightly larger in the case of F12b.

Overall, one can conclude that the F12x explicitly correlated corrections are valid for the DCSD method, do not corrupt its accuracy, and do not deteriorate on going to open-shell systems.

B. Atomization energies, ionization potentials (IPs), and electron affinities (EAs)

In order to test sensitivity of DCSD to highly energetic processes and to variable number of electrons, we have calculated atomization energies, IPs, and EAs for the G2 test set of molecules,\cite{53} which was also utilized previously in Ref. 39.
We have used the RMP2-optimized geometries for the molecules and ions from the supplementary material of Ref. 39. As already described at the beginning of Sec. III, the basis set for molecules from the EA benchmark calculation was expanded by diffuse s- and p-shell functions to improve accuracy.

We again use the CCSD(T) results as our reference values and evaluate the accuracy of the DCSD (and CCSD) methods relative to them. The statistical analysis of the deviations is shown in Table II, and the plots of individual deviations (in the same order as Table VIII in Ref. 39) are presented in Figure 2.

The accuracy of AEs from CCSD calculations varies strongly depending on the fragment sizes, i.e., for molecules containing hydrogen atoms it usually gives quite accurate results, but for molecules consisting of more than one heavy atom the results are much worse. This dependency is much less pronounced in the DCSD calculations, although one can still see the same pattern in the results. It is obvious already from the plot that the DCSD results are much better than the CCSD ones, and the statistical analysis shows the considerable improvement: errors in DCSD AEs are around 2–3 times smaller than in CCSD. The difference in the quality of DCSD-F12a and DCSD-F12b results is again very small.

The computed IPs and EAs have values up to 17 eV and up to 4 eV, respectively; therefore, the errors of less than 50 meV can be considered as relatively small. Again, the DCSD errors are around 2.5 times smaller than CCSD errors. Interestingly, the results of DCSD show a systematic error of ca. 25 meV for IPs as well as EAs, which gives a hint that there is a small dependency of the DCSD vs. CCSD(T) discrepancy on the number of electrons, i.e., CCSD(T) gives systematically somewhat larger absolute values of correlation energy than DCSD with the larger number of electrons, according to

$$
\Delta X = (E_{n_{el}} - E_{n_{el}+1})^{\text{DCSD}} - (E_{n_{el}} - E_{n_{el}+1})^{\text{CCSD(T)}}
= \Delta E_{n_{el}}^{\text{DCSD}} - \Delta E_{n_{el}+1}^{\text{DCSD}}.
$$

Here, \(E_{n_{el}}\) represents the energy calculated for a \(n_{el}\)-electron molecule, and \(\Delta X\) stands for \(\Delta\)IP and \(\Delta\)EA. A possible source of this shift is the neglect of the exchange terms in DCSD. After adding a constant shift of 25 meV to the DCSD values, the RMSDs become only 19 meV and 17 meV for IPs and EAs, respectively.

To summarize, DCSD shows remarkably good results even for these complicated cases of open-shell systems and ions and is more accurate than CCSD by a factor of around 2.5.

### C. Interaction energies

Previous results on neon dimer dissociation\(^\text{14}\) have shown that the DCSD method can improve on CCSD results even for this very delicate system. In this section, we will investigate the accuracy of DCSD for the computation of counter-poise corrected interaction energies by applying it to the S22 benchmark set,\(^\text{46}\) which contains 22 molecular dimers representing various non-covalent interactions. Molecular systems from this test set have been utilized previously for benchmarking CCSD(T)-F12x methods,\(^\text{54–56}\) where it was shown that the explicitly correlated treatment works very well for interaction energies.

The molecular complexes in S22 can be divided into three groups according to the type of intermolecular interaction: hydrogen-bonded complexes, complexes with a predominant dispersion contribution, and mixed complexes with a similar amount of electrostatic and dispersion contributions. Large molecular complexes in this set, e.g., the adenine-thymine complex, contain up to 30 atoms, and thus a calculation of their interaction energies using all three methods would be very expensive. Therefore, we decided to compute only the four smallest complexes of each group. The most expensive calculation was the computation of the interaction energy of benzene dimer in \(C_{2h}\) symmetry containing 24 atoms.

As in Secs. III A and III B, we use CCSD(T) as the reference. One can see from the deviation plots in Figure 3 that DCSD makes a modest improvement over CCSD for these

### TABLE I. Reaction energies: statistical analysis of the absolute deviations of the CCSD and DCSD values from CCSD(T) values in kJ/mol. Note that since the F12x approximations differ only in the way the energy is calculated, the energy differences \(E_{\text{CCSD-F12x}} - E_{\text{CCSD(T)\text{-F12x}}}\) and \(E_{\text{CCSD-F12b}} - E_{\text{CCSD(T)\text{-F12b}}}\) are exactly equal, but this is not the case for \(E_{\text{DCSD-F12x}} - E_{\text{CCSD(T)\text{-F12x}}}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Closed-shell</th>
<th>Open-shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>RMSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12x</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12a</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12b</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. Statistical analysis of the absolute deviations from CCSD(T) of atomization energies, ionization potentials, and electron affinities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AE (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>IP (meV)</th>
<th>EA (meV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>MaxD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12x</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12a</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12b</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 2. Deviations of CCSD-F12a and DCSD-F12a from CCSD(T)-F12a results. Top: atomization energies; middle: ionization potentials; and bottom: electron affinities.

FIG. 3. Deviation of interaction energies computed with CCSD-F12a and DCSD-F12a from CCSD(T)-F12a values in kcal/mol.

interaction energies. In particular, interaction energies with substantial dispersion contributions come out better with the DC approximation, with errors nearly halved relative to CCSD. The improvement of electrostatically dominated based interactions is smaller, and in the case of formic-acid dimer the CCSD interaction energy is slightly closer to the CCSD(T) results. Overall, one can say that the DCSD results are more accurate than the CCSD results, although not as dramatically as for the test sets in Secs. III A and III B. This observation is also confirmed by the statistical analysis (Table III). Judging from the large calculations performed in this section, the DCSD method is applicable to large molecules, since the quality of calculations remains constant with the molecular size as expected for a size-extensive method.

D. Spectroscopic constants

As shown in Secs. III A–III C, the DCSD results are noticeably closer to CCSD(T) than are the CCSD results. In Secs. III D–III G, we will compare all three methods with reference values from experimental data and highly accurate theoretical calculations. The simplest way of comparing computational results to experiment is to calculate spectroscopic constants of diatomic molecules. We have used the same set of molecules as in Ref. 39, i.e., closed-shell molecules HF, N2, CO, BF, F2, and C2 (\(^1\Sigma^+\)), and open-shell molecules OH (\(^2\Pi\)), NH (\(^3\Sigma^-\)), CH (\(^2\Pi\)), CN (\(^2\Sigma^+\)), NO (\(^2\Pi\)), O2 (\(^3\Sigma^-\)), and CF (\(^2\Pi\)). The energy values have been computed at an equidistant grid of eleven points within a distance of \(\pm 0.15 \, a_0\) of the optimized bond length, and the equilibrium distance \(r_e\) and harmonic frequency \(\omega_e\) have been determined from an eighth-order polynomial fit of the energy values. The computed values are compared with experimental data obtained from Ref. 57, and the deviations from the experimental data are presented in Figure 4. The statistical analysis of the absolute deviations is given in Table IV.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAD</th>
<th>RMSD</th>
<th>MaxD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12a</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12a</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12b</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV. Statistical analysis of the absolute deviations of equilibrium distance $r_e$ and harmonic frequency $\omega_e$ from experimental data.$^{35} 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$r_e$ (pm)</th>
<th></th>
<th>$\omega_e$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>MaxD</td>
<td>MAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12a</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)-F12a</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12a</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12b</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)-F12b</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12b</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equilibrium distances computed using CCSD(T) and DCSD are very similar, and are much closer to the experimental values than the values from CCSD calculations. Interestingly, the DCSD graph at the top of Figure 4 has approximately the same form as the CCSD(T) one. The results for harmonic frequencies from CCSD(T) and DCSD are also close to each other and much better than the CCSD frequencies. Even for difficult cases like F$_2$ or O$_2$, for which CCSD gives very large errors, DCSD results are of the same quality as CCSD(T) or even better.

The high quality of the DCSD results is also evident from the statistical analysis. The errors of CCSD are more than 5 times larger than DCSD errors. Surprisingly, DCSD yields more accurate results for the equilibrium distances than the CCSD(T) method. The reason is that CCSD(T) usually overestimates the bond lengths, while CCSD underestimates them. DCSD results are close to CCSD(T) ones but usually slightly lower, coming into a better agreement with experiment.

In the case of harmonic frequencies, where both CCSD and CCSD(T) overestimate the results, DCSD is somewhat worse than CCSD(T). F12b results of DCSD and CCSD(T) are slightly better than corresponding F12a ones for equilibrium distances, but worse for frequencies. Calculations with the quadruple-zeta basis sets showed similar results, underlining that we are close to CBS limit.

To summarize, the DCSD method is much more accurate for spectroscopic constant calculations than the CCSD method, and produces results of a similar quality as CCSD(T). DCSD geometrical parameters look very promising, making the approach an interesting candidate for geometry optimizations, as discussed in Sec. III E.

E. Geometry optimization

Motivated by the very promising results for diatomics, we performed numerical geometry optimizations on small molecules consisting of first,$^{47}$ and second,$^{48}$ row elements. The results are represented graphically in Figure 5 (bond lengths) and Figure 6 (angles), and the statistical measures are compiled in Table V. We have excluded the H$_2$O$_2$ molecule from the statistical analysis, since no method under consideration was able to provide reasonable results for the HOO-angle (all methods showed errors of more than 3°), and it was assumed before$^{10,47}$ that the experimental values are not accurate enough.

It is evident that DCSD outperforms CCSD and reaches or surpasses the accuracy of CCSD(T). Especially for bond
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TABLE V. Statistical analysis of optimized geometries using F12a aug-cc-pVTZ calculations versus experimental values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond lengths (pm)</th>
<th>Angles (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-row molecules without H$_2$O$_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second-row molecules</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without NCl outlier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAD</th>
<th>RMSD</th>
<th>MaxD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 7. Deviation of reaction-barrier heights computed with CCSD-F12a, DCSD-F12a, and CCSD(T)-F12a from W4 values in kcal/mol for reactions in forward (top) and reverse (bottom) directions. The order of reactions is equal to the order in Table II of Ref. 45.

The only outlier where DCSD is much worse than CCSD(T) is the N–Cl bond of the CINO molecule, but even there, the DCSD results are much closer to the experimental values than the CCSD results. Note that all methods under consideration have the maximal deviation for this bond; therefore, we show also statistical results without this outlier in Table V. After exclusion of NCl bond, the RMSD of DCSD is one and a half times smaller than that of CCSD(T). Moreover, DCSD bond angles are nearly as accurate as results from the much more expensive CCSD(T) calculations.

One can conclude that the DCSD method is especially good for geometry optimizations, challenging the accuracy of CCSD(T) with lower computational cost scaling. These results are very promising considering the fact that the DCSD nuclear gradients are much less expensive than the CCSD(T) ones. They are also easier to implement analytically, and analytical DCSD gradients are already available in the development version of MOLPRO. Gradients of the explicitly correlated versions are under development.

F. Reaction barriers

In this section, we will investigate the accuracy of DCSD for the computation of reaction-barrier heights. We will use the DBH24 benchmark set of reaction barriers, for which accurate theoretical reference values calculated using the W4 ab initio computational thermochemistry protocol exist. This test set contains 24 reaction barriers of 12 reactions (forward and reverse directions). There are 22 unique reaction barriers because of the symmetry of two reactions, but we will handle all 24 reaction barriers independently to be consistent with the previous calculations on this test set. The DBH24 benchmark set consist of first- and second-row heavy-atom and hydrogen transfer, nucleophilic substitution, and unimolecular and recombination reactions.

Our benchmark calculations with explicitly correlated CCSD, DCSD, and CCSD(T) methods are done using unrestricted versions of the methods based on a restricted HF reference as was done previously for CCSD(T)-F12x. We have used original geometry data of molecules and transition states from Ref. 45, which have also been used in the previous calculations.

Plots of deviations from the W4 data are presented in Figure 7 and statistical analysis is shown in Table VI. The DCSD methods are more than twice as accurate for computations of reaction barriers as the CCSD methods for both F12a and F12b versions (although the accuracy is still far from the CCSD(T) calculations).

G. Systems with multireference character

The DC approximation has shown remarkable stability in cases where the conventional single-reference methods completely fail, i.e., in cases with strong correlation as encountered, e.g., in multiple-bond breaking processes. It has been shown that this ability is not coupled to a particular choice of orbital relaxation, and DCSD is also capable of treating multireference problems. In this section, we benchmark DCSD-F12x methods for systems with pronounced multireference character, i.e., dissociating molecules and ethene in a twisted geometry.

TABLE VI. Reaction barrier: statistical analysis of the absolute deviations of CCSD, CCSD(T), and DCSD values from W4 values in kcal/mol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAD</th>
<th>RMSD</th>
<th>MaxD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12a</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)-F12a</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12a</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD-F12b</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)-F12b</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSD-F12b</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the derivation of the F12x methods, some perturbation-based approximations are used, e.g., by retaining only linear terms of the CCD residual, which is related to linearized CCD or third-order variational or unitary coupled-cluster theory. For this reason, it is not immediately obvious that the F12 approximations will work well on the onset of strong correlation.

In Figure 8, we present potential energy curves of the nitrogen molecule calculated with explicitly correlated CCSD, CCSD(T), and DCSD using aug-cc-pVTZ basis, and with plain DCSD using aug-cc-pV5Z basis. Evidently, the form of the F12 curves resembles results from the previous calculations without explicit correlation, with DCSD-F12a yielding a qualitatively correct potential energy curve. It should be noted, however, that as already shown in previous publications, the dissociation energy is about 17% too large. Comparing DCSD-F12a values with large-basis DCSD values, one can conclude that the F12a approximation works well even in the strong-correlation region, and the DCSD-F12a method can be applied for studying problems with considerable multireference character, at least qualitatively. (The DCSD-F12b curve is very close to DCSD-F12a and is therefore not shown in the plot.)

In Figures 9 and 10, potential energy curves for the C2 and BN molecules are plotted. These molecules are often used to test the accuracy of various methods and represent a difficult case for CCSD(T) even at the equilibrium distance. The dissociation curves look similar to the N2 curve; although in the case of BN X3Π dissociation, we encountered convergence problems with DCSD. Presumably, it is related to the wrong behaviour of DCSD in the case of carbon monoxide and could be fixed by using more flexible orbital-relaxation techniques, i.e., Brueckner or optimized orbitals. Implementation of explicit correlation for these methods would require F12-integral calculations and transformations in each iteration, which would constitute a bottleneck of the calculation, but the transformation step can be sped up using semi-direct integral transformations. Additionally, we have optimized the two states for each molecule and compiled the results in Table VII. Most noticeably, CCSD(T) predicts a wrong ground state for the BN molecule and CCSD — for the C2 molecule. DCSD gives the correct answer for both systems (although the absolute deviations of the energy splittings from the reference values are similar to CCSD(T) ones), and the equilibrium bond lengths from DCSD are on a par with or better than those from CCSD(T).

Twisted ethene is another system often used as a test for methods capable of treating multireference problems. Since DCSD shows great stability in strong-correlation regimes and produces excellent optimized geometries, we will now test its ability to reproduce the correct geometry of ethene by rotating along the C–C axis and relaxing all other coordinates (rCC, rCH, and HCH).

FIG. 8. N2 dissociation computed with CCSD-F12a, DCSD-F12a, and CCSD(T)-F12a using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, and DCSD using aug-cc-pV5Z basis set.

FIG. 9. C2 X1Σ+ (top) and a1Πu (bottom) potential energy functions computed with CCSD-F12a, DCSD-F12a, and CCSD(T)-F12a using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

FIG. 10. BN a1Σ+ (top) and X3Π (bottom) potential energy functions computed with CCSD-F12a, DCSD-F12a, and CCSD(T)-F12a using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
TABLE VII. Equilibrium bond-lengths for $^1\Sigma^+$ and $^3\Pi$ states, and the energy splitting between them, of BN and C$_2$, computed using F12a methods and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond length (Å)</th>
<th>$^1\Sigma^+$</th>
<th>$^3\Pi$</th>
<th>$E_3-E_1$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>1.271</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>−4026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)</td>
<td>1.280</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>−1044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icMRCI + Q/CBSa</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>−305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSDTQ/CBSb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt.</td>
<td>1.283</td>
<td>1.329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_2$</td>
<td>1.242</td>
<td>1.306</td>
<td>−2328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>1.245</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD(T)</td>
<td>1.245</td>
<td>1.313</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icMRCI + Q/CBSa</td>
<td>1.246</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSDTQ/CBSb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt.</td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated CBS internally contracted MRCI + Q results from Ref. 64.
*Estimated CCSDT/QCBS results from Ref. 67.
*Experimental values from Refs. 69 and 70.
*Experimental values from Ref. 57.

The calculations were done without the frozen-core approximation using the cc-pVTZ basis set in order to be consistent with values from Ref. 73. Additionally, we have performed F12 calculations using the frozen-core approximation and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.

The optimized parameters are listed in Table VIII. Geometries optimized at the DCSD level using the cc-pVTZ basis are in a close agreement with CCSDT results for equilibrium and transition state, whilst the CCSD geometries and the CCSD(T) twisted geometry differ noticeably from the CCSDT results. The frozen-core calculations are very close to experimental values for DCSD and CCSD(T); therefore, one can assume that the frozen-core DCSD-F12a twisted geometry is also very accurate.

The energy curve of DCSD has an unphysical cusp for $\angle$HCH = 90°, but it is much smaller than the cusp of the CCSD curve (cf. Figure 11). Interestingly, the CCSD(T)-F12 method has a much smaller cusp for a twisted geometry, although it clearly is unable to describe the electronic structure of twisted ethene correctly.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have extended our DCSD method to include explicit correction correlations in the form of the F12a and F12b approximations originally developed for CCSD. Extensive benchmarks have been performed for reaction energies for closed- and open-shell processes, atomization energies, ionization potentials, electron affinities, interaction energies, reaction-
The resulting methods would additionally benefit from the benchmarks on F12 improvements were encountered for optimized geometries, CCSD results in all tested cases with improvements up to five

APPENDIX: DCSD-AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS

\[ R_{ij}^{k} = (ai|bj) + (ac|bd)D_{ij}^{k} + \alpha_{ijkl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ + \beta_{ijkl}D_{ij}^{kl} - (k|d)T_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ + \mathcal{P}(ia;jb) \left[ x_{ac}T_{ij}^{kl} - x_{ab}T_{ij} \right] + \left[ (ac|d)D_{ij}^{kl} + (ac|k)T_{ij}^{kl} \right] \]

\[ + T_{ijkl}^{ab} - \frac{1}{2} \left[ T_{ijkl}^{ac} + T_{ijkl}^{bc} \right], \quad (A1) \]

\[ t_{ij}^{a} = f_{ai} + \tilde{f}_{ac}t_{i}^{c} - x_{ki}t_{a}^{c} - 2(l|c) - (k|l)T_{ac}^{kl} \]

\[ + \left[ 2(a|k) - (k|a) \right] t_{i}^{c} \]

\[ + \tilde{T}_{ac}^{k} + (ac|k)D_{ij}^{k} \quad (A2) \]

with

\[ \alpha_{ijkl} = (k|l|) + (k|d)D_{ij}^{kl} + t_{ijkl}^{c} - (k|l)c_{ij}^{k} \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{ac} = f_{ac} - \frac{1}{2} f_{ac}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{ki} = f_{ki} + \frac{1}{2} f_{ki}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ x_{ac} = \tilde{f}_{ac} - \frac{1}{2} f_{ac}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{ac} = \tilde{f}_{ac} - \frac{1}{2} f_{ac}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ \tilde{x}_{ki} = \tilde{x}_{ki} + \frac{1}{2} f_{ki}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ \tilde{f}_{ac} = \tilde{f}_{ac} - \frac{1}{2} f_{ac}^{kl}D_{ij}^{kl} \]

\[ f_{pq} \] denotes Fock matrix, \( pq|rs \) — two-electron repulsion integrals in the chemical notation, and \( T_{ij}^{ab} \) and \( t_{ij}^{a} \) — distinguishable cluster amplitudes. As usual, \( i,j,k,\ldots,a,b,c,\ldots \) indices denote the occupied, virtual, and general orbitals, respectively, and we assume summation over repeated indices.